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Community — Sustaining the Greatest Square Mile
Merle Stoltzfus

D

o your neighbors notice when you are out of
town for a week or month? How many greet
you upon your return? When our act is together, our American culture assumes we can take care of
ourselves, our homes and possessions. We would never
stoop to ask a neighbor for a basic need—especially
money. In fact, most of us would define success as our
ability to be totally sufficient in ourselves, to have the
resources to live independently until the day we die.
Travel to Uganda with me. Not everyone has the invitation to have dinner with Daniel, Corinne and Danny Iya
in Nyenga Village. In fact, few outsiders have had this
privilege of sharing an entire meal cooked over charcoal.
The location is remote,
the kitchen primitive, the
dining room small and
we won’t mention the
restrooms. But, this is a
priceless experience full
of lessons about the
value of Community for
anyone with open eyes
& ears.
Upon arrival, the Honda
CRV squeezed between
two buildings to park in
a dirt front yard sprinkled by clumps of grass
and litter. The neighborhood trash bin is convenient for
this home but creates some challenges as well (I won’t
mention the occasional odor). By the time we pried ourselves out of our packed car, we heard the chant of children’s voices, “Dan—eee’, Dan—eee’, Dan-eee’. “
Neighbors; children and mothers (fathers were still at
work) came from 3 directions to greet the family who,
three weeks earlier had suddenly departed for Daniel’s
emergency knee surgery. “How are you? Welcome.
Daniel, are you better?” It was evident the Iya family was
greatly missed but none as much as the neighborhood
prince, our grandson Danny.
After the multiple locks and latches of the 190 square
foot home were released, it was evident the neighbors

had provided good 24 hour security surveillance. Danny
broke out his new soccer ball which quickly hatched a
pick up soccer game between buildings, trash bin and
the car. Rules were quickly established followed by the
shouts of competitors echoing off the concrete walls.
Too young to compete, Danny turned his attention to a
bare foot three year old girl chewing a piece of potato
from each fist. She generously offered Danny a bite.
True to his best friend status, he accepted more than
her offer and relieved her sticky left hand to share in
what remained of its entire contents. I, Grandpa (“Pops”)
quickly protested but then realized sharing food was the
common practice in Nyenga Village. After all, we were
one of the few privileged outsiders invited to dinner.
Gratefully sharing,
receiving and accepting were far
more important
than sanitation.
The coveted pace
of life in Nyenga
allows for lengthy
greetings. Time is
never more valued
than relationships.
“This is my mother
and father.” The
introduction by
Corinne was responded to by the Ugandan handshake which initially
feels like we had joined their secret society. By the end
of the visit, the handshake was endearing. These
Nyenga neighbors have been through a lot together.
The mother who gave birth in the back seat of Daniel ‘s
truck accompanied by her two year old daughter born in
those early morning hours were some of the first to
greet us. It was obvious how Danny and the commonality of young children has been a strong catalyst for these
obviously strong relationships. The average age in the
nation of Uganda is 15 years.
The inability to be self-sufficient may be the primary
contributor to the strength of Nyenga Village’s Community. Certainly, health, safety
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Christmas Tree Afterwards
Herb Hamilton

Happy New Year from all of us with the Elverson Tree
Commission. We are always looking for seasonal ideas
that we may share with our residents and I hope that you
find the following ideas useful.
Did you know that your live Christmas tree can
do more than just decorate your home? It’s true.
We enjoy it inside, but birds and plants can enjoy
it outside (without the decorations and tinsel of
course). Set the tree outside near a bird feeder
and the birds will use the tree as shelter. Make
sure that you secure the tree with string or rope
to a pole or another sturdy object, so it doesn’t
blow away. The added safety that the tree provides will
make our feathered friends very happy.
Another use is removing the branches for mulch. Just
trim the branches off the tree and lay them out over your
planting bed. The branches act as an additional layer of
insulation for tender perennials and bulbs. The low profile of the branches allows you to use them as a cover
without additional staking. Continuing with the mulch
thread, some tree sellers will take the tree back after the
holidays and put it through a chipper to turn it into
mulch.
Happy gardening,

Elverson-Honey Brook EMS Service
Jody Phillips

In late October, the Elverson-Honey
Brook Area EMS sent membership drive
notices to all Elverson residents, asking for
support in 2019. Did you send in your
membership dues or did you (as I did) put
it aside with your 2019 calendar, figuring
you would look at it again closer to the end
of the year? If you set it aside, now is the
time to give it another look.
Like the Twin Valley Fire Department, the Elverson-Honey
Brook EMS relies heavily on local donations to operate. But this
organization also gives you valuable 911 insurance in return for
your support. This insurance coverage pays for or greatly offsets
the cost of emergency calls. The yearly family membership fee of
$45 to $90 covers two free 911 calls when no transport to the
hospital is required (with a 75% discount for all subsequent calls)
and one free transport to the hospital (with additional transport
billed at a 50% discount). 911 calls that do not require transport
are not covered by any Medicare or PA Medicaid plan and the
regular fee for this service is $210. This is a valuable service that
might save your life someday.
For more information or to request a membership form,
please go to www.ehbems.org
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Dear Elverson Home Owner,
We would like to welcome you as a new customer to our
residential trash service. Our goal is for you to be extremely satisfied with our company and our service. We ask all
our customers to have their trash/recycle out the night before due to our drivers starting very early to accomplish
the full route before the dumping facilities close.
Trash: We suggest placing your tr ash in bags in
the container to eliminate odor build up and keep it
sanitary.
Recycle: Recycling will be picked up each Tuesday as single stream. Single stream=Glass jars &
bottles, Aluminum cans, Tin cans, #1-7 Plastics,
Newspapers & Catalogs (which should be placed in a bag)
all placed in the same bin. Cardboard should be broken
down to no longer than 3 ft. and no heavier than 30 lbs.
and bundled.
Bulk items: You ar e allowed one bulk item on the fir st
Tuesday of the month. Bulk items do not include: tires,
building materials and appliances with Freon, or mattress/
box spring.
However, a special pickup can be arranged for a Freon
based appliance for a fee of $45.00 per item . If you have
larger items, please call our office and we would be happy
to help you. Bulk items cannot be heavier than what two
people can easily lift.
Yard Waste/Leaves schedule: Weekly in biodegr adable
brown bags with brush being cut in four foot or shorter
lengths and tied together in a bundle.
Christmas trees: Tuesdays fr om J anuar y 1st to Febr uary 15th.
Holidays observed: New Year s Day, Memor ial Day,
July 4th, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas Day. Pick
up will be delayed one day. Example: Memorial Day is on
a Monday, everyone will be picked up one day later.
Feel free to call with any questions. Our office hours are:
7am-4:30pm. Eagle Disposal of PA, INC.
Eagle Disposal of Pa, Inc.
Phone: (717) 355-9560
eagledisposalofpa.com Tina@Eagledisposal.net
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WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE HIPPIE BARN?
Don Avellino, Brandywine Branch Distillers

I grew up in a large family that never lived in one
house for more than 5 years in a row. My parents loved to
find old homes and restore them. As our brood continued to
grow they would sell the house and start over again with a
bigger one. This is how I acquired my love of restoring old
buildings. I love the history, the architecture, adventure and
the dream of what could be once again.
We found the barn in 2014 when
scouting for a home for our future distillery. The old barn had seen better
days, but the bones were strong and
deserving of another chance at life. In
November 2014, my wife Carolyn and
I purchased the barn and the surrounding 8 acres and shortly after, began
work on the building.
From the start, there was a commitment to save every scrap we could,
and repurpose anything that was disturbed. When one of the contractors
asked if he should paint over the
columns upstairs, I couldn’t believe my ears. “Let me be perfectly clear,” I said, “do NOT touch
those columns.” I didn’t know the
story behind them, but I knew they
were part of a bigger story so I
needed to dig deeper. Little did I
know that locally, this barn is
known as the “hippie barn.” And
by the way, the barn’s reputation
reaches far beyond Elverson. During my travels to visit customers at
the beaches in Delaware, I described the place to someone I was
meeting with and suddenly she
interrupted and asked, “are you talking about the hippie
barn?” Turns out she grew up on Warwick Road and played
in the barn as a child. This place is truly special and if the
walls could talk, oh, the stories we might hear.
We’ve heard from some who live locally that they
knew people who were part of the hippie barn experience
back in the day. We love to hear those stories to document
historically. Numerous people have shared that James Dean
partied in the barn and we’ve also heard that Daryl Hall
practiced here. We cherish all information anyone can provide, so please feel free to contact us with any historical
information you may be privy to.
If you look closely enough, the walls do have something to say. Carved in the walls are names and dates of
workers who built it. There are many carvings in the walls
upstairs, some clearly legible and others no so much, but all
are special.
Jesse Lilly is one of those people who left his mark in
1899. Does anyone know about him? This is one of the
many memorials that will remain preserved for as long as
we own the building. These are some of the things that give
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this old place its charm and character and we cherish
them all.
So now old Jesse Lilly and the psychedelic columns
are part of Brandywine Branch Distillers. As many of you
already know, we are the second distillery in Elverson. In
1935, Old Orchard Distillery opened where the current
Vixen Hill Company now resides.
While Old Orchard produced
peach brandy, our distillery produces two portfolios of spirits; Revivalist Botanical Gins and Resurgent
Whiskies. The restoration of the
hippie barn inspired the names Revivalist and Resurgent as they represent our passion for history and the
preservation of valued pieces of our
past. Our label designs are inspired
by the hippies that left their influence on our columns. Our spirits are
nationally acclaimed and earned the
2018 New York World Spirits
Competition for “Best Gin” and
have been rated “Top 100 Spirits” by Wine Enthusiast Magazine.
If you haven’t been to our
restaurant, you’ll find a cozy,
intimate bar and bistro where we
change the menu every other
week. Our very own distillers
built the bar from local lumber
and hand cut every tile on the
ceiling. We use local ingredients
and serve beer and wine that
have been proudly produced in Pennsylvania.
We offer delicious specialty cocktails made with
our own spirits.
We’d love to have the opportunity to meet
you, give you a tour and listen to any stories you
can share about the hippie barn as well as the historic area in general. Many of us are history buffs
and love to learn about the rich history that surrounds us.
Our restaurant located at 350 Warwick Road,
Elverson and is open every Thursday and Friday at
4pm and Saturday at 12, Sunday at 11. We have
live music on Thursday and Friday evenings and
watch our Facebook page for Quizzo in early
2019.
If you have any stories you’d like to share or
want more info on our restaurant, please contact us
at 610-901-3668 or email us at
fohmanager@revivalistspirits.com.
www.revivalistspirits.com
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PARKS AND REC COMMITTEE NEWS
Esther Prosser
We have a great group of Elverson folks working together
to improve our two parks – Livingood and the Borough Hall
Park.
At the Borough Hall Park, we’ve trimmed the trees to provide more visibility and light to the playground. Also, we are
planning to replace the basketball ball court fence and remove
the light poles which will provide for a more attractive park.
At the Livingood Park, we have looked carefully at the
signs which are outdated and in disrepair. Part of replacing
them is instituting a carry-in/carry-out trash policy which requests that those who have trash should take it with them. This
will save the Borough money as there are costs to paying
someone to empty trash cans
and for trash pick-up.
We are also looking at
Elverson’s pedestrian trails
and studying how to better
connect all pathways so our
town is pedestrian-friendly
throughout. We are researching County support for connecting Homestead Drive to S
Chestnut Street.
If you have suggestions
or would like to join us, we usually meet the first Tuesday of
every month at 6 pm at the Borough Hall. We’d love more help
around the table. Just let me know (esther@stoltzfus.com,
484.269.7153).
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Since the last newsletter, we’ve celebrated Thanksgiving and given thanks for our bounty, health and friendships. I want to thank the Friends of the Henrietta
Hankin Branch Library for their diligent work managing our book donations, running the Book Nook, and
holding their semiannual Book Sales. The fall sale netted over $8,000 which will find its way to the library
for special projects. The Friends are an indispensable
part of the funding for our library. Please, thank a
Friend when you see one working in the library. Library staff
is very appreciative of their time
and work at our library.
I hope you enjoyed a safe, joyful
holiday season. Now, how will
you spend your January? If you
make resolutions perhaps you’ll
include learning/doing something new. What better way to
start the year than on a positive
note!! The resources at the library are available for you to expand your horizons.
From children to seniors, there is something for everyone. Explore our website - www.chescolibraries.org –
to learn more. We’re looking forward to meeting your
needs in 2019!
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Send your Elverson news and stories to our
editor at brenda@stoltzfus.com
by February 15 or call her at 610.286.5115.
Newsletters can be found on
elversonboro.org.
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and welfare are ongoing Village goals and concerns. After seeing how hard and smart the villagers work, these would be pillars in their Nyenga Village comprehensive plan if they had one.
But even basic human hygiene does not supersede relationships. Washington DC could learn a lot in Nyenga and so can
Elverson.
Understanding how much we need
each other is a truth supporting the
core of a functional democracy. Believing in the value of another human
being who politically differs 180 degrees from us is called love. Functional democracies consist of citizens who love, who assume the
value of others, even enemies. The
primary ingredient in a sustainable
community is its people who live out
this relational truth.
Becoming self sufficient is a worthy
goal but not at the expense of understanding our need for each
other. Being blessed with all we physically need is our opportunity to be generous; to engage with others; to hand over the
potato. But self sufficiency is much deeper than material wealth.
Honestly, we all are torn up inside ourselves. When we are
alone with nobody else around we experience untold diversities
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of anxiety & instability. You know how emotions well up at 3
AM that have no reason for being there. We need help whether we admit it or not.
If this were not true, Christmas would be a sham. If we believe
there is already peace on earth, why do we need a Savior?
The formula for peace is the understanding by each individualistic self sufficient citizen of our
need for each other, to be saved
from the deception of our self
sufficiency and to value each
other no matter the diversity. We
need a heart change to accomplish this because it isn’t natural. This understanding becomes much more difficult in
Elverson than Nyenga Village
because of our material self sufficiency.
Our commitment to be a loving
community is the only way to sustain our claim to be the
“Greatest Square Mile.” May Christmas remind us again of this
truth. And, by the way, I would never trade Nyenga Village for
Elverson. There are far too many strong relationships here
and so many more to develop.

